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Numerical modeling and prediction of adiabatic shear localization require a criterion that is both robust
and simple enough so that it can be implemented into numerical codes. This criterion should have a
minimum number of adjustable parameters, each of which being measurable, with sufﬁcient generality
to avoid adjustments for each new investigated case.
This paper presents a detailed analytical study of such a criterion formulated in terms of plastic strain
energy density. The criterion contains 3 physical parameters: an exponent b and two energy parameters
corresponding to the initiation of the shear band and its ﬁnal failure. It describes both the initiation and
the propagation of the damage (shear band) in the dynamically loaded solid, while b represents the
damage tolerance characteristics of the material. We show that the general stressestrain relationship
decays exponentially (or close to) with ongoing damage, which allows attainment of very large strains in
the shear band. A detailed procedure is reported for the experimental identiﬁcation of each of the abovementioned parameters, for any value of the exponent b.
The criterion was previously used for dynamic shear localization simulations on empirical grounds [1],
that are now ﬁrmly established for the ﬁrst time through a rigorous analysis, including systematic parameters' identiﬁcation.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Adiabatic shear banding (ASB) had been studied in numerous
works from mathematical, mechanical and metallurgical considerations, for over seven decades. This failure mode plays a major
role in dynamic applications such as machining, high-rate metal
forming, and particularly in ballistic impacts [2]. Instead of a homogeneous plastic deformation state, the strain gets localized into
a narrow plane (band in two dimensions), which leads rapidly and
abruptly to catastrophic structural failure. The bands are characterized by both very large shear strains (of the order of 10), and
consequently very high local temperatures (several hundred degrees), as a result of thermomechanical coupling effects [3].
The classical explanation for the occurrence of this failure mode
was proposed by Zener and Hollomon [4], who pointed out that
localization occurs when the thermal softening effect overcomes
strain hardening of the material. At this point, a material instability
develops and the material loses abruptly its load bearing capability.
Based on this premise, attainment of a critical strain is usually
considered as a failure criterion [5]. However, earlier work by
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Dormeval and Ansart [6] examined this concept through a series of
experiments involving static pre-loading, followed by dynamic
loading. Those authors showed that a critical strain criterion is
inadequate to predict the onset of adiabatic shear failure.
Based on similar two-stage experiments, Rittel et al. [7] reached
a similar conclusion, but suggested to consider only the dynamic
phase of the experiments. Those authors reported that irrespective
of the level of quasi-static prestrain, the measured dynamic strain
energy density remained quite constant. Those authors consequently proposed a new criterion for dynamic failure, with special
emphasis on adiabatic shear bands (ASB). The criterion is based on
the dynamic stored energy of cold work instead of the commonly
accepted critical strain criterion. This criterion is based on part of
the total strain energy density invested in the impacted material.
Here, one should mention the work of Mazeau et al. [8] who ranked
the susceptibility of various titanium alloys to adiabatic shear failure on the basis of the strain energy density absorbed by the material prior to failure.
Justiﬁcations for this criterion are based on the following:
a. The authors showed that the dynamic strain energy (density) to
failure is constant for different values of pre-strain, thus a critical strain criterion is not suitable [7].
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b. In another work of Rittel and Wang [9], it was shown that the
temperature rise prior to instability is of the order of a few tens
of degrees. Such an increase is most likely insufﬁcient to cause
signiﬁcant material softening, contrary to the claim of Zener and
Hollomon [4].
c. An evaluation of the respective contribution of microstructural
changes and thermal softening can be found in Osovski et al.
[10]. This study investigates the joint operation of the two
softening mechanisms, pointing out that for those materials that
exhibit high strength levels and overall low ductility, microstructural softening is likely to kick in prior to any thermal
softening, whereas for lower strength materials with a high
ductility, provided microstructural evolutions have not
occurred, thermal softening is likely to be the dominant factor
leading to the instability. Those results are summarized graphically in Fig. 13 of this work [10].
d. Osovski et al. [11] showed that for a range of strain rates, the
strain energy density at failure is constant. This stands at odds
with the strain criterion which should be adapted for each strain
rate in particular, as for example in Zhou et al. [12] and
Medyanik et al. [13].
Finally, one should mention recent work, based on molecular
dynamics, that added to the feasibility of an energy approach to
dynamic shear localization [14].
The numerical implementation of the strain energy density as a
failure criterion was carried out recently by Dolinski et al. [1], and
by Noam et al. [15]. In the ﬁrst work, four different laboratory experiments were modeled successfully, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. The second work included simulations of scaling of
plate response under explosive loading and ballistic perforation,
problems which both involve ASB-related failure. However, the
strain energy concept was used on a purely empirical basis in those
works. Likewise, this approach was also implemented recently for
non-metallic materials by Aranda-Ruiz and Loya [16], who successfully reproduced the failure mode transition experiments of
polycarbonate performed by Ravi-Chandar et al. [17].
The idea of energy as a failure criterion is not entirely new and
has been applied to several cases, including fracture mechanics
[18]. The notion of a limited strain energy (density) has been
mentioned earlier in works of Farren and Taylor [19] and Taylor and
Quinney [20]. However, to our knowledge, no failure criterion
based on this exact notion was further developed. There are
nevertheless two models for failure in the literature. However they
should not be confused with our plastic strain energy density
model for the initiation and propagation of adiabatic shear bands.
The ﬁrst model e a very common failure criterion (CeL) was
introduced by Cockcroft and Latham [21]. The CeL criterion:
R 3 eq
0 s1 d3 eq  Wcr with s1 being the maximal principal stress, to be
compared
with the previous plastic strain energy density criterion
R 3P
[1]: 0 eq sM d3 Peq with sM standing for equivalent Mises stress.
Cockcroft and Latham [21] deﬁned their criterion for fracture,
based on the maximum principal stress component. When this
criterion is met, the material loses instantaneously its load bearing
capability. By contrast, the criterion discussed in the present work
considers the equivalent stress together with a gradual loss of loadbearing capability, all in the dynamic regime, speciﬁcally for adiabatic shear failure. Last but not least is the fact that the plastic strain
energy density is based so far on physical evidence only, showing
the role of the stored energy of cold work in adiabatic shear failure
[7]. The reader is referred to the comprehensive work of Wierzbicki
et al. [22] in which the CeL criterion was compared to other six
fracture models. The CeL criterion was implemented in various
numerical works speciﬁcally focused on fracture even though there

was also ductility. For example, Alvarez
et al. [23] used the CeL
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criterion to model chip formation during machining, and Børvik
et al. [24] used it to model fragmentation and other fracture modes
during ballistic penetration.
The second model, which also invokes energy concepts for the
onset of ﬂow localization in thermal viscoplastic materials, was
postulated by Shawki [25], and [26]. This criterion is based on a
kinetic energy density for the onset of localization (as opposed to
total energy as in our work). In two later works [27,28] this criterion
was used to qualitatively characterize the onset and propagation of
shear bands. Unfortunately, no quantitative comparison is available
for this criterion with experimental observations.
It is once again worth mentioning that the strain density energy
failure criterion used in the earlier numerical works (Dolinski et al. [1]
and Noam et al. [15]) describes both the critical condition for failure
initiation and the path to total fracture. In another words, failure is
not instantaneous. Rather it is characterized by a gradual decrease in
the stressestrain relationship, resulting from damage evolution.
In this paper:
i. We present the algebraic formulation of the energy failure
criterion. We compare it with the “classical” critical strain
failure criterion, and show that the local stressestrain curve
of the former decays in an approximately exponential
manner, while that of the latter can be simply proved to
decay linearly.
ii. For a particular case of the energy failure criterion (b ¼ 1 and
elastic-ideally plastic material), we show that the local decay
is exactly exponential. Later on we discuss more general
cases and show that the exponential decay criterion can still
be applied partially.
iii. We show that this exponentially decaying local stressestrain
relationship is supported by limited previous experimental
as well as numerical results.
iv. Finally we show how to evaluate the required parameters
from the local and macroscopic curves.

2. Formulation of failure criteria
2.1. Plastic strain energy density criterion
In both Dolinski et al. [1] and Noam et al. [15], the stress was
assumed to evolve according to the amount of accumulated damage, D, as shown in Eq. (1)



seq ¼ s*eq $ 1  Db

(1)

where seq is the current ﬂow stress at a given equivalent strain
(3 eq ), and s*eq is the ﬂow stress of the undamaged material for the
current 3 eq . b is a constant.
The damage (D) evolution is given by Eqs. (2) and (3):

D¼

8
>
<
>
:

9
W  Wcr >
=

0
W  Wcr
Wf  Wcr

W > Wcr >
;

(2)

W is the plastic strain energy density for a strain level a:

Za

Za
Sij d3 Pij ¼

W¼
0

seq d3 Peq

(3)

0

where Sij is the deviatoric stress tensor and 3 Peq is the plastic
equivalent strain. Wcr is the critical value at which the material
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models and experiments, as exempliﬁed in the seminal work of
Molinari and Clifton [5]. A damage model based on this assumption
is usually deﬁned by two parameters, 3 cr which is the critical strain
at which the material starts to fail, and a fracture strain 3 f for which
the material has lost all or most of its load bearing capability. A
numerical implementation of this damage model can be found in
the work of Macdougall and Harding [29].
For comparison, the classical critical strain-based damage criterion is given by:

8
<

Fig. 1. Stressestrain curve of damage induced material (dashed line) and plastic strain
energy density as a function of strain curve (dotted line). The curves corresponding
material response for Eqs. (1)e(3) with the parameters: s*eq ¼ 1000½MPa,
Wcr ¼ 500½MPa, Wf ¼ 3,Wcr ¼ 1500½MPa and b ¼ 1.

starts to fail gradually until the fracture energy density Wf is
reached, at which the material fully loses its load bearing capability.
The material response, as seq  3 Peq and W  3 Peq curves, according to Eqs. (1)e(3), appears in Fig. 1. In this ﬁgure the material
is elastic-ideally plastic, with a value of s*eq ¼ 1000½MPa, and it
starts to fail at Wcr ¼ 500½MPa, corresponding to a plastic strain
p
3 eq ¼ 0:5. Wf is set arbitrarily as 3 times Wcr , i.e. Wf ¼ 1500½MPa,
and the parameter b ¼ 1 as in Dolinski et al. [1].
This ﬁgure shows that the stress decays exponentially to zero,
which is different from the strain criterion that decreases linearly
(see Fig. 2 later on). A difference in behavior between these 2
criteria is contrary to what one would expect from an elastic-ideally
plastic material especially when the exponent b ¼ 1.
It is also seen that at 3 peq z3, the ﬂow stress is of the order of
0.1s*eq, which represents the typically observed very high strains
and presumably low stresses in a shear band. It can also be noted
from the ﬁgure that the plastic strain energy density rise rate (i.e.
the power) diminishes, causing the plastic strain density energy
itself to converge to the fracture energy parameter,
Wf ¼ 1500½MPa.

0
D ¼ 3 eq  3 cr
:
3 f  3 cr

3 eq

9
 3 cr =

3 eq

> 3 cr ;

8
>
<

s*eq

seq ¼

P

3
 3 cr
>
: s*eq $ 1  eq
3 f  3 cr

(4)

3 eq

 3 cr 9
>
=

P

;
> 3 cr >

P

!

3 eq

(5)

where 3 cr is the critical failure strain (onset of failure), and 3 f is the
strain at total failure (fracture). D is zero up to 3 cr , and afterwards, as
seen in Eq. (4), grows linearly to 1 for 3 eq ¼ 3 f . A comparison of
stressestrain curves for two damage criteria (strain and strain energy density) is shown in Fig. 2.
3. Analytical presentation of the stress strain relationship
In the previous section, the energy-based failure model was
evaluated by iteratively processing Eqs. (1)e(3) in increments of
strain. We now manipulate those equations, to obtain an analytical
relationship between stress and strain, based on the energy criterion analogous to Eq. (5) obtained for the strain criterion.
We make 2 assumptions:
a. The material is assumed to be elastic-ideally plastic as before,
with a constant s*eq that independent of strain, strain-rate and
temperature.
b. The parameter b is taken as 1.
Differentiating the damage Eq. (2), we obtain:

2.2. Critical strain criterion

dD ¼ A$dW

The numerical implementation of a critical strain criterion is
very common, due to the easy characterization from constitutive

where:

A¼

1
Wf  Wcr

(6)

(7)

Differentiating Eq. (3) and inserting (1) into the result, with b ¼ 1,
gives:

dW ¼ s*eq ð1  DÞd3 Peq

(8)

Substituting (8) into (6) gives:

dD
¼ A$s*eq $ð1  DÞ
d3 Peq

(9)

Since s*eq is assumed constant, integration of (9) gives an exponential solution:




D ¼ 1  exp  A$s*eq $ 3 Peq  3 cr
Fig. 2. Stressestrain curve of for two different damage criteria. The continuous curve is
obtained from Eqs. (1)e(3) e strain energy density criterion, as in Fig. 1. The dashed
curve is obtained from Eq. (5), with 3 cr ¼ 0:5 , and 3 f ¼ 3$3 cr ¼ 1:5.

(10)

where 3 cr is the equivalent plastic strain corresponding to the
critical energy Wcr.
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Substituting (10) into (1) gives the desired exponential decrease
in stress:

seq ¼

8
>
>
<

0

>
*
>
: seq $exp@ 

s*eq
s*eq

3 eq

 3 cr 9
>
>
=

P

>
> 3 cr >
;

P



P

3 eq

 3 cr

Wf  Wcr

1
A

3 eq

(11)

The exponentially decreasing stressestrain curve fails theoretically at inﬁnite strain. Thus the value of the work (density) to
failure Wf is not immediately attainable. However, if the natural
logarithm of the stress is plotted against the strain, it can be seen
from Eq. (9) that its slope will be:

 
vln seq
p
v3 eq

s*eq
¼
þC
Wf  Wcr

(12)

where C is a constant.
Since s*eq and Wcr are known, the parameter Wf can be easily
determined from the experimental value of this slope, keeping in
mind that b ¼ 1.
To summarize we have shown analytically that for a material
undergoing damage according to Eqs. (1) and (2), the stressestrain
relationship is exponentially decaying.

4. Experimental justiﬁcation of the stress exponential decay
e literature survey
The direct measurement of local stress and strain ﬁelds in a
material is quite delicate, especially when large strains and high
strain rates are involved. In order to measure the true stress in a
shear band, and at least have a rough estimate of the local strain, a
torsional split Hopkinson bar can be used. This technique has been
successfully used in the identiﬁcation of the various stages of dynamic localization [3]. However, it is only recently that, with the
progress of technology, a real time local stressestrain relation could
be approximated.
Fellows and Harding [30] performed such an experiment, in
which the local strains were measured using a high speed camera
and a gridded specimen. The authors noted that while this being
the best option to date, this procedure is still incomplete because a
shear band nucleates at a certain point on the circumference of the
specimen, and it propagates from there. The high speed camera is
focused on a single area of the specimen and may well fail to
capture the onset of that band. The same goes for the ﬁnal fracture
of the specimen. The assumption in such dynamic torsion experiments is that the shear stress is homogeneous in the gauge section,
due to the axially-symmetric specimen geometry and boundary
conditions. Fellows and Harding [30] worked on RHA (Rolled Homogeneous Armor), and measured an average strain rate of about
3_ z1000½1=s prior to localization. Only three out of the six reported
experiments could be used to obtain a local stressestrain curve.
Based on that data, a Mises stress versus equivalent strain curve of
the localized material is presented in Fig. 3. This curve is a combination of the macroscopic shear stress over time and local shear
strain over time curves for specimen B2 of Fellows and Harding
[30]. One can observe the exponential decay of the material ﬂow
stress after exceeding the critical strain 3 ceq z0:4. The stress does not
drop to zero, but if a natural logarithmic plot is performed as
suggested earlier, the fracture strain energy density is estimated as:
Wf z4  5 Wcr . This value is close to the (arbitrarily chosen) ratio of
3 used in previous work [1]. Unfortunately, this is the only available

Fig. 3. Local stressestrain curves made from combination of stress and local strain
curves over time of specimen B2 in the work of Fellows and Harding [30].

dynamic experiment which attempts to measure local material
conditions in the shear band throughout the whole experiment.
Therefore, this is just a validation for the exponential decay, rather
than detailed veriﬁcation of the entire model that should be based
on more experimental evidence.
Another justiﬁcation, albeit numerical, can be found in the
works of Li et al. [31] and Zhou et al. [12], who modeled the material
in the shear band as a Newtonian ﬂuid. In this case, the ﬂow stress
decays exponentially with temperature. Keeping in mind that
temperature and strain energy density are proportional, a damage
evolution law is implemented, which is very similar to the one
re
presented here. The reader is also referred to the works of Longe
re and Dragon [33], who clearly obtain an
et al. [32] and of Longe
exponential decay in their analytical and numerical works. Those
authors also distinguish between the onset of failure (instability
point), and abrupt drop in strength (localization point). This notion
was earlier shown in the ﬁnite element solution of Wright and
Batra [34], who report a gradual behavior of shear collapse until
rapid stress drop. These observations are in line with our current
work, as will be shown in the next section.
At this stage, it is important to further discuss and determine the
two parameters that enter the damage model, namely the work to
fracture, Wf , and the exponent b, as presented next.

5. Determination of the damage parameters
5.1. Determination on the damage exponent b
In our analytic development of the exponential decay criterion,
we assumed b to be 1. Here we discuss the effects for other values of
b.
Firstly we note that the value of b determines in fact the ﬁrst
stages of the failure, which are followed by fully formed adiabatic
shear bands. As such, it can be viewed as a measure of the damage
resistance, i.e. “toughness”, of the material. Fig. 4 illustrates this
point by comparing local stress strain curves, generated using Eqs.
(1)e(3), for 3 different values of b (b ¼ 1, 3 and 10). The ﬁgure shows
that: the factor b:
a. Inﬂuences the rapidity at which the material looses its load
bearing capability.
b. Dictates the strain beyond which this catastrophic failure starts.
c. Determines the curvature of the graph once failure starts.
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DG ¼ 1 

sexp
sJC

(13)

The value of DG is zero up to the onset of damage (divergence
point in Fig. 5) and grows to one at fracture. A curve showing the
evolution of DG vs. strain energy density of the JeC reference
constitutive model is shown in Fig. 6.
c. Against the experimental ﬁgure for DG (Fig. 6) we deﬁne a
theoretical “macroscopic damage” parameter DG :

DG ¼
Fig. 4. Stressestrain curve of damaging materials with different values of the damage
exponent b. The curves are generated using Eqs. (1)e(3) with: s*eq ¼ 1000½MPa,
Wcr ¼ 500½MPa, Wf ¼ 3$Wcr ¼ 1500½MPa, and b ¼ 1, 3 and 10, respectively. Note that
the continuous line is similar to the stress strain curve in Fig. 1 for b ¼ 1.

Note that in all cases, the last stage of the failure shows an
exponential decay. In all the three cases, the damage starts to
evolve at the same strain energy density of Wcr ¼ 500½MPa (corp
responding to 3 eq ¼ 0:5). The fracture, i.e. total loss of load bearing
capability, occurs in all the cases for Wf ¼ 3$Wcr ¼ 1500½MPa.
Noting these general characteristics, the value of b can be obtained from the macroscopic stressestrain curve as follows:
a. Two macroscopic stressestrain curves are built on one graph
(Fig. 5): The experimental macroscopic average and that predicted from a calibrated reference constitutive model. In our
case, we will select the widely used JohnsoneCook (JeC) model
[35], applied to the experimental data reported by Marchand
and Duffy [3].
b. At some point, the curves of Fig. 5 are seen to diverge. This is due
to damaging of the material being reﬂected in the experimental
curve, keeping in mind that the reference constitutive model
does not include damage. A macroscopic damage parameter DG
can be deﬁned based on the ratio between the measured ðsexp Þ
and reference stress ðsJC Þ:

Fig. 5. Two stressestrain curves. The ﬁrst one (continuous line) in taken from the work
of Marchand and Duffy [3] and the second one (dashed) in Johnson Cook constitutive
behavior of the same material.

8
>
<
>
:

0
W  Wcr
Wf  Wcr



seq ¼ s*eq $ 1  Db

9
W  Wcr >
=
W > Wcr >
;

(14)

(15)

This equation is quite similar to Eq. (2). W is the same parameter
of plastic strain energy density as deﬁned in Eq. (3), Wcr e as before
e is the critical strain energy density at which the material starts to
fail, identiﬁed here as the divergence point. However, Wf , in this
formulation, is the macroscopic energy to fracture rather than the
local as described previously.
After deﬁning the parameter DG, it is possible to generate
stressestrain curves for various values of b, keeping in mind that
the parameter s*eq in Eq. (15) is the JeC equivalent stress for undamaged material. This procedure is applied for 4 different values
of b (1e4), as shown in Fig. 7, together with the experimental stress
strain curve reported by Marchand and Duffy [3].
d. Fig. 7 shows that the best ﬁt is obtained for b ¼ 3, within the box
framed region of interest. This region corresponds to the onset
and propagation of damage, yet excluding the ﬁnal phase of the
failure process that corresponds to the abrupt drop in load
bearing capability (stage III in Marchand and Duffy [3]).
Our choice of Marchand and Duffy's results [3] is not arbitrary.
Their seminal experiment was successfully quantitatively modeled
in our previous work Dolinski et al. [1]. The calibration procedure
for the exponent b was not known back then. Therefore, both the

Fig. 6. The macroscopic damage DG calculated using Eq. (13) as a function of strain
energy density. The damage was set to zero until 100[MPa] to avoid small ﬂuctuations
arising from the experimental data.
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Fig. 7. Curves of stress strain curves for 4 different values of b (calculated using Eqs. (14) and (15), dashed line), compared to experimental curves [3].

parameters b and Wf were iteratively adjusted until the simulation
recreated the global stressestrain curve. The adjusted parameter b
which gave the best ﬁt was 3, which is identical to the ﬁtted value in
the current procedure. Wf was adjusted to a value of 750[MPa].
5.2. Determination on the total strain energy density to fracture
(Wf ) for bs1
Returning to the local curves of Fig. 4, we note that the decay at
the last stages of failure seems to be exponential. Thus, the
analytical part 3 in this article, in which b ¼ 1 was postulated, might
still be used, and may lead to a value of Wf .
We note that in the ﬁnal stages of deformation, where the stress
has already dropped signiﬁcantly, the damage (D) is close to 1, Thus
Eq. (8), for bs1 becomes:



dW ¼ s*eq 1  Db d3 Peq /dW ¼ s*eq $b$ð1  DÞd3 Peq

(16)

where only the ﬁrst member of a Taylor series expansion is
considered.
Repeating the analysis of section 3, we again obtain exponential
decay, with Eq. (12) becoming this time:

 
vln seq
p
v3 eq

b$s*eq
¼
þC
Wf  Wcr

(17)

Eq. (17) is similar to Eq. (12), except that the new slope is now
multiplied by the sought parameter b, keeping in mind this
parameter must ﬁrst be identiﬁed to determine Wf .
6. Discussion and conclusions
Our criterion for adiabatic shear localization, which was proposed and validated numerically in earlier works, is now analyzed
rigorously. The criterion is formulated in terms of plastic strain
energy density, as given by Eqs. (1)e(3). Those equations contain 2

parameters, b and Wf whose determination is addressed in the
paper, in addition to the third parameter, Wcr that is directly
determined from experimental data.
As a preliminary remark, damage (D), in this work, is to be
considered as a general process through which the mechanical
properties of the material are altered, more precisely lowered in the
current case. We consider that prior to the shear band onset, the
material is (virtually) undamaged. The evolving damage in the
shear band accelerates its growth on the one hand, but also increases because of the shear band. From a physical point of view,
one “damage” mechanism that was identiﬁed in earlier work relates to dynamic recrystallization [36] whereby soft nanograins are
formed at the onset of the shear band. Damage can also be the
result of thermal softening, the prime suspect in the literature
about adiabatic shear. A thorough estimation of the relative
contribution of microstructural evolutions e.g. DRX) and thermal
softening can be found in the work of Osovski et al. [10]. This same
work addresses the issue of the potential presence of “hot spots” in
the sheared zone. Another form of damage might be microcracking,
although the latter has not been reported to be present at the onset
of the adiabatic shear band.
From a more general perspective, the damage, whatever its
physical origin, has been shown to have a variable effect as a result
of its spatial distribution (homogeneity), as shown in Ref. [37]. The
damage parameter D lumps all those effects into a generic term.
While previous criteria (mentioned in the introduction) have
been suggested, they generally address the onset of localization (e.g.
critical strain) without speciﬁc emphasis on the following stages of
the failure process, beyond the assumption of a linear stressestrain
evolution. By contrast, the currently proposed criterion describes
both the onset and evolution of the localization process by
considering a critical value of the plastic strain energy density for
the onset, and a speciﬁc exponential stressestrain relationship for
the ensuing process. It is important to note that the notion of a
critical strain energy density is based on earlier experimental work
[7,9], and that the exponentially decaying stress strain relationship
is now established based on physical observations as well.
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An analytical solution is provided in Eq. (11) for the case where
b ¼ 1 for an elastic ideally-plastic material, which is rate and
temperature-insensitive as well. This solution reveals the exponential character of the stressestrain relationship for the damaging
material. Consequently, Wf can be directly determined from a local
stressestrain relationship in the shear band. Unfortunately, such
direct determinations are both very scarce and quite delicate to
obtain experimentally. It is also shown that a critical strain criterion, as formulated in Eq. (11) can also be used with exponential
stressestrain decay, for the case where b ¼ 1 for this “ideal”
material.
However, the above assumptions for the material properties are
quite restrictive with respect to real materials. Therefore, the more
general case of a rate and temperature-dependent material is
examined next, together with the possibility that bs1. In this case,
the above procedure leading to Eq. (11) gets quite cumbersome and
is therefore not pursued here. The conclusion is that Eqs. (1)e(3)
must still be used, albeit with a numerical solution procedure.
The general nature of the parameter b is investigated by quantifying the evolution of the damage from both an experimental
macroscopic stressestrain curve, and that ﬁtted using any constitutive model (e.g. JeC) for the undamaged material, as illustrated in
Fig. 7.
The value of the parameter b, as determined using this procedure, provides information on the damage tolerance of the material, namely the point at which the load bearing capacity collapses
rapidly past a plateau period. Note that the ﬁnal stage of failure
corresponds again to the exponential decay which is at the core of
this work. Once b is determined as described, Wf is the only
adjustable parameter that could directly be determined from a local
stressestrain curve, would it be available.
It is interesting to remark that we report here a value of b ¼ 3 for
Marchand and Duffy's experiments [3], a value that was empirically
adjusted in our numerical calculations [1], providing a very good
agreement between calculations and experiments.
The conclusion of this work is that a simple, physically based
criterion for adiabatic (localized) shear failure has been proposed
and thoroughly discussed in this work, whose main advantage is
the small number of adjustable parameters to describe the overall
sequence of damage initiation and growth in an impacted
structure.
It is also important do perform additional experimental work
centered around the determination of the local stress and strain
ﬁelds in a shear band, in order to provide additional support to the
suggested exponential stressestrain relationship in the damaging
material.
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